This is an interesting manuscript that suggests that all mechanosensitive hair cells are not synaptically engaged. The fundamental finding is novel and well justified and documented. It posits that hair cells can become competent quickly after hair cell loss. It further posits that supporting cells are involved in maintaining intracellular potassium concentrations in hair cells and that this regulates synaptic competency. Data is of a high quality and presentation is reasonably clear. There are both major and minor issues with this manuscript as it stands. In general, the paper is descriptive of a phenomenon, but provides no realistic hypothesis or test of hypothesis for either how it happens or what the physiological relevance might be. In addition, the basic finding should be discussed in light of function of the lateral line system where it is documented and less in how it might relate to other systems where it may or may not be relevant. Considerable data is presented to justify the basic finding, none is presented to support a mechanism or function. Detailed concerns include: Major Issues: 1-Authors argue that not having all hair cells synaptically active alters the system transfer function to the brain; however, it is unclear that afferent fiber firing rates are impacted. What percentage of fibers are functional? I would assume all fibers are functional, despite all synapses not being functional and the number of hair cells driving the firing rate is likely irrelevant. Without some idea of the input/output function a case regarding plasticity is very difficult to make. 2-Are calcium channels present at every ribbon? Might there be a population of immature hair cells whose calcium channels have not yet localized to the presynaptic zone? Or might there be a population of calcium channels that are inactivated because the hair cells are depolarized? 3-Related to 2, what is the expected mechanism by which hair cell depolarization does not activate calcium channels? Or are the authors suggesting that MET channel activation does not depolarize the hair cells? Furthermore, how does lower internal K lead to synapse function? There is no clear discussion or path to defining or testing a feasible hypothesis for the presented data. A lot of effort is spent on saying that there are hair cells that are not synaptically active because there is no elevated calcium at the synaptic regions but not much effort to explain how this can happen or what the relevance might be. 4-It is unclear how gap junctions can lower intracellular potassium in hair cells. Is potassium entering via mechanotransduction channels and leaving through voltage-gated channels to be sucked up by supporting cells? How does it get into supporting cells, transported? Did you investigate K levels in supporting cells or voltage of supporting cells? Are cells with lower potassium depolarized because of the shift in Nernst potential? Would depolarization make the cells more or less responsive to hair bundle deflection? This could be argued either way as input resistance is likely lower as is driving force and calcium channel inactivation likely more prevalent, all contributing to reducing sensitivity of the hair cells. Alternatively, a smaller receptor potential might be more effective if the cell's resting potential overlaps with the calcium channel activation curve. Other comments:
1-Abstract and intro: authors spend more time than necessary trying to justify the model system. This seems unnecessary and somewhat irrelevant to their story. Lateral line is not a model for mammalian cochlea and shouldn't be presented that way, it is an important system on its own. 2-Please define suprathreshold mechanical stimulation, term is vague and so uninformative. 3-Please be consistent when discussing low resting potassium that you are referring to internal K and not extracellular K. 4-Too much time spent on justifying a model system, particularly as representative of other inner ear organs as this is simply not true at most levels. Should simply discuss as mechano detector in context with what the lateral line actually does (this is really overlooked). Line 66 amicable is a strange choice of words. 5-Line 86, what does 'complete mechanotransduction' mean? 6-Line 92 What does redundant mean? How are silent cells redundant? Do they not serve to replace damaged cells, is this not an important role that might be specialized to a lateral line system where rapid replacement is necessary for survival, i.e. regeneration would be too slow. 7-Line 109 Enriched typically means higher concentration per unit area, is this what the authors mean or are they saying that the surface area to volume ratio is greater in the hair bundle so the apparent level of indicator is higher? 8-Lines 119-122 is there any attempt to quantify the level of calcium entry per bundle as a means of assessing relative effects on receptor potential? Are the signals all comparable or do some get brighter or stay brighter longer than others? 9-Is there any difference in baseline levels of calcium either in the stereocilia or basolaterally that might support an argument for cells being more depolarized or having more active MET? 10-Is there any correlation between the level of calcium signal apically to that basolaterally? Is there a threshold level of MET that needs to happen to trigger a basolateral effect? Line 152 suggests not but there is no quantitation presented or description of how this was measured. This needs to be included. 11-Do all hair cells have calcium channels clustered at synapses. This needs to be definitively answered for any interpretation of mechanism or function. 12-Line 174 How is a saturating mechanical stimulation defined? 13-What is the innervation pattern of hair cells with respect to functional synapses? Are all afferent fibers innervated by some percentage of functional synapses or are there afferent fibers that are not mechanically sensitive? This is a critical question as it relates to both physiological relevance as well as potential mechanisms. 14-Line 311, what does mainly detected mean? Should this be quantified. Were there synapses that did not have major calcium responses that stilled showed vesicle fusion? 15-Why not simply depolarize the entire neuromast with potassium to see if all hair cells could be activated. 16-The ablation experiment is interesting and valuable as it perhaps points to the function of having nonresponsive hair cells that can rapidly assume function. Were there any behavioral tests done to show that in fact there was compensation at the systems level? Were there any behavioural tests to show that there was a functional deficit when a hair cell was ablated?
17-The ten-minute time frame is interesting but it is unclear that it precludes a change in protein expression or distribution, in particular as it relates to the calcium channels. Channels may be expressed but not inserted and a shift can occur in this time frame. 18-The efferent experiments were done well and relatively thoroughly but it is unclear that this was not a straw man type of set of experiments as the means by which the efferent system could produce this result is unclear. Are innervation patterns such that individual fibers would be selectively diminishing activity in a population of hair cells? Is there any correlation between efferent patterns and patterns of hair cell functionality? It is somewhat unclear as to why this direction was chosen for investigation. 19-Does the loss of efferent/afferent prevent the recovery of functional hair cells after hair cell ablation? That is could either of these pathways be involved in detection or replacement of lost hair cells as compared to the establishment of the hair cell functional pattern? 20-A single TEM image is not really appropriate for defining an expression pattern within the neuromast. The distribution and expression level would be more appropriate. Also, how close do membranes need to be to guarantee that it represents a gap junction? Shouldn't they be directly abutting each other and not simply closer together? 21-What is the Kd of the potassium sensor? Was this calibrated with fluorescent output to get an idea of what the concentration difference is for better estimates of Nernst potential changes? 22-Line 446 need to be clear as to intra or extra cellular potassium levels. 23-The discussion is weak as it includes a lot of vagueness about potential mechanisms and about potential function. It also attempts to discuss other hair cell organs which may or may not be relevant but it excludes discussing potential functional relevance to the lateral line organ. There are no clear feasible mechanisms discussed nor tested. The functional relevance is speculative and not well founded.
Reviewer #2 (Remarks to the Author):
This is a very clearly presented study of sensory transduction in lateral line organs of the zebrafish. Using in vivo imaging of fluorescent reporters and genetic manipulations, the authors report several exciting new findings. Principally, that only a few hair cells within a neuromast are able to excite their synaptically associated afferent despite experiencing robust calcium influx into the bundle following deflection. This suggests that some hair cells are held in reserve -a concept supported by the observation that damaging a functionally coupled hair cell often triggered a "latent" hair cell to become functionally coupled. This plasticity was remarkably rapid, occurring within 10 minutes after injury. These studies are elegant and well supported by the many aspects of transduction that were analyzed through highly complementary approaches.
The second part of the study investigated the mechanisms that regulate the latent nature of the functionally uncoupled hair cells. The authors provide evidence that this is not controlled by either efferents or afferents. Again, very convincing manipulations. They then explore whether supporting cell gap junctions are responsible, showing that gap junctions are present between supporting cells and that blocking these channels pharmacologically reduces presynaptic calcium responses and synaptic coupling. Further, the authors analyze K+ levels in hair cells using a K+ sensitive dye and find that functionally coupled cells have lower resting K+ levels and that inhibiting gap junctions elevated K+ levels. Together, these findings suggest that gap junctional coupling among supporting cells maintains functional coupling by regulating intracellular (and perhaps extracellular) K+ levels.
Overall, this study provides new insight into the coordination among hair cells within neuromasts and suggests that both plasticity and functional redundancy are used to maintain organ function. Enthusiasm is high for the first part of the story, which I would support for publication without the second part. The second part of the study involving gap junctions and K+ control is more preliminary and, while the results suggest that there may be some involvement of supporting cells, the studies are not definitive, due to the weak selectivity of the pharmacological agents used and the limited manipulations performed.
Major comments 1. Selective inhibition of gap junctions is difficult to achieve pharmacologically. FFA and heptanol have many other effects (particularly on chloride channels). Genetic manipulation of gap junctions in supporting cells would provide much stronger evidence for their involvement.
2. Missing from the study is any assessment of hair cell membrane potential. Knowledge about these changes will be crucial to provide further evidence for the K+ hypothesis. For example, it would be nice to know if latent hair cells experience the same amount of depolarization in response to hair bundle deflection. Is it possible that these cells have lower membrane resistance? If so, one might assume that inhibiting K+ channels would promote recruitment of latent cells. If genetically encoded voltage sensors work in this system it would provide a nice complement to the calcium imaging, as it would help define how depolarization-excitation coupling is rapidly altered. In my mind, it would be sufficient to just speculate about some potential mechanisms in the discussion.
3. The authors suggest that supporting cell gap junctions somehow create local K+ gradients that differentially alter the excitability of hair cells. This is an unconventional view of the role of gap junctions, as gap junctions are typically thought to normalize ion gradients. One would expect that they would help to buffer K+, dissipating transients generated by active cells through the glial syncytium, rather than produce persistent local increases. It would be helpful if the authors were to provide a model to explain how they think supporting cells influence hair cell excitation by this mechanism.
4. In the experiments that have been performed, the functional consequence of the different intracellular K+ levels has not been established (it is not clear how much K+ varies between these cells or how inhibiting supporting cell gap junctions would lead to changes in intracellular K+ in hair cells). In addition, the studies in which extracellular K+ was changed are complicated by the fact that this manipulation will also induce depolarization and perhaps inactivation of calcium channels. [3] and third, each hair cell is innervated by more than one afferent neuron [4] "
The anatomy of neuromasts suggests that this organ system is wired to maximize detection even if not all hair cells are not transmitting and does suggests there are spikes in all afferent neurons. In the lab, we have done preliminary experiments (for another project) by imaging (calcium) activity in single afferent fibers and we do indeed see activity in all fibers. Because we have now clarified the anatomy (above) and the resulting plasticity (below), we feel that this data is not essential for this particular study.
With regards to plasticity, it is difficult to know how afferent spike rate is changed after laser damage. Previously in our laser damage experiments, we found that after damage, the new active cell did not always have the same polarity as the damaged cell. Therefore, the plasticity does not replace an equivalent cell and this backup strategy does not use logic based on wiring. Because of this non-equivalent replacement strategy, afferent spike rate could remain the same, or even decrease after damage. We have tried to clarify this in the manuscript: 
Results

Figure 5c-c''':
We used a fluid-jet to mechanically activate hair cells (using the GCaMP6s calcium indicator) to identify active cells (c'). Then we applied BAPTA to eliminate MET function (c''). Lastly we used high K+ to depolarize hair cells (c'''). We found that the same set of cells is activated by the fluid-jet and high K+. This suggests that depolarization does not activate Ca V 1.3 channels in all cells. [9] . In zebrafish both BK and SK channels have been shown to be expressed in the zebrafish inner ear [10, 11] , and transient knockdown of BK channels resulted in larvae with diminished hearing [10] . Overall 
Results: Page 11-12; Lines 243-249… "For these experiments, we first we used a mechanical stimulus and GCaMP6s to identify active hair cells (Fig. 5c-c'). Then we applied BAPTA to eliminate all mechanically evoked responses (Fig. 5c'', and Supplementary fig. 2a-a'', b-b'
"It is unclear how gap junctions can lower intracellular potassium in hair cells. Is potassium entering via mechanotransduction channels and leaving through voltage-gated channels to be sucked up by supporting cells? How does it get into supporting cells, transported?
Response: In our revised manuscript, based on the supporting cell and glia literature we have done our best to outline how supporting cells might take up, buffer and remove K+. It is true that gap junctions cannot accomplish this on their own.
Figure 9:
This figure outlines a model of the molecules that have been shown to be important for glia and supporting cell K+ buffering and recycling. It is possible that similar molecules may be working in neuromast organs. Future work examining hair-cell activity in these mutants will help determine their exact roles. [15] [16] [17] . While the homologues of many of these genes are expressed in zebrafish hair-cell organs [18, 19] (Fig. 8c-d) as well as in supporting cells (Fig. 8e) 
Discussion
Response:
Overall, it appears that on average, depolarization makes hair cells more responsive to hair-bundle deflection. We also agree and discuss the impact of a more depolarization on the calcium channel activation curve, see main comment #3 above. Response: In our revised manuscript, we have limited our comparisons to other inner ear organs. In the discussion, we also discuss the possible relevance of the redundant anatomy silent cells on lateral-line function, see above discussion on plasticity in main comment #3. Amicable has been removed.
Reviewer's concern
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 5): "Line 86, what does 'complete mechanotransduction' mean?"
Response: We were trying to convey that perhaps to be defined as mechanotransduction, both apical mechanosensation and synaptic activity are required. The way this is stated is confusing in the text, especially a non-hair cell scientist. In this revision, we changed the wording. Response: We agree that the label "redundant" is confusing. In our revision, we have done our best to distinguish anatomical redundancy versus a reserve of silent cells, as the silent cells are more of a reserve than a redundant backup. See above discussion on plasticity under main comment #3.
Results
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 7): "Line 109 Enriched typically means higher concentration per unit area, is this what the authors mean or are they saying that the surface area to volume ratio is greater in the hair bundle so the apparent level of indicator is higher?"
Response: Our goal was to convey that because GCaMP6s is in the membrane, it can be used to detect bundle signals. In previous zebrafish work in hair cells, transgenic lines used cytosolic calcium indicators and could not detect subcellular bundle signals. Compared to cytosolic indicators, the GCaMP6s-CAAX indicator is indeed brighter in the apical bundles. The text has been condensed due to the word limit and reads as follows:
Results: Page 4; Lines 86-94…" To understand the functional contribution of all the individual hair cells in a neuromast organ, we used a transgenic zebrafish line expressing a hair-cellspecific, plasma membrane targeted Ca
2+ indicator GCaMP6s-CAAX [22] (Fig. 1b, Supplementary  Fig. 1a) . In response to mechanical stimuli, this line can be used to examine mechanosensitive ion channel Ca 2+ influx [23, 24] fig. 2c-d') ."
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 8): "Lines 119-122 is there any attempt to quantify the level of calcium entry per bundle as a means of assessing relative effects on receptor potential? Are the signals all comparable or do some get brighter or stay brighter longer than others?"
Response: With our current approaches, unfortunately sit is not possible to get a readout of the amount of calcium entering each bundle, or a direct readout of how calcium relates to the mechanosensitive element of the receptor potential. In the future, it will be exciting to pair electrophysiological recording with bundle calcium measurements. For now, we have done our best to more closely show the features that characterize the bundle calcium signals in active and silent cells. 
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 9): "Is there any difference in baseline levels of calcium either in the stereocilia or basolaterally that might support an argument for cells being more depolarized or having more active MET?"
Response: Previously we examined the baseline GCaMP6s intensity basolaterally and did not find a difference between active and silent cells. These data are still in the results (Page 13, lines 270-272) and in Supplementary Fig. 7h '.
As suggested, we also examine the baseline bundle GCaMP6s intensity more closely, and found that active cells had slightly higher, yet significant increases in baseline intensity compared to silent cells. It equally possible that increased GCaMP6s intensity could be a result of more depolarized potentials or on average more active MET (also see other Comment 10 below). Supplementary Fig. 7h : The resting bundle signals are plotted in active and silent cells.
Results: Pages 12-13; Lines 268-271…"In contrast, using GCaMP6s, we were not able to detect a significant difference in the baseline Ca 2+ levels at the presynapse between the two hair-cell populations (Supplementary fig. 7h') , although Ca 2+ levels were slightly elevated in the hair bundles of active cells (Supplementary fig. 7h )."
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 10): "Is there any correlation between the level of calcium signal apically to that basolaterally? Is there a threshold level of MET that needs to happen to trigger a basolateral effect? Line 152 suggests not but there is no quantitation presented or description of how this was measured. This needs to be included."
Response: As suggested, we added additional quantification to compare the magnitude of apical and basolateral signals. The overall correlation of R 2 = 0.26 is significant and this information has been added to the results. In addition, we quantified the magnitude of the bundle calcium signals in active and silent cells more closely. In Figure 1c (Fig. 1c, gray  bar) . Using this metric, we observed that mechanosensory Ca 2+ responses were on average significantly larger in active cells (Fig. 1c') To further support our argument that MET does not always dictate presynaptic activity, this data has been moved from the supplement and placed in Figure 2 . Here we examined synaptic response for a variety of stimuli, including a long 6s mechanical stimulus. Even during this strong stimulus, in silent cells, we do not observe basolateral signals above baseline. This provides further indication that it is not as simple as meeting a threshold level of MET. This is also shown using SypHy in Figure 2c ' using an intense 10um bundle deflection. [26] in combination with either the SypHy (green) in hair cells, or GCaMP6s (green) in afferent neurons (Fig. 3c1 and Supplementary fig. 1f, g, 5a1) . We found that RGECO1 Ca 2+ responses in hair cells associated with afferent activity were larger (70%) than the responses in cells without afferent activity (Fig. 3d, example 3c1-c4'') . Similarly, RGECO1 and Ca 2+ responses were significantly larger (77%) in hair cells with vesicle fusion (Supplementary fig. 5b , example Supplementary fig. 5a1-a4'') Response: Based on this suggestion, we have used high K+ to stimulate the entire neuromast and only active cells showed presynaptic calcium signals, see above discussion in main comment #3.
Results: Page 6; Lines 117-128…"Amongst cells with (active) and without (silent) presynaptic
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 16): "The ablation experiment is interesting and valuable as it perhaps points to the function of having nonresponsive hair cells that can rapidly assume function. Were there any behavioral tests done to show that in fact there was compensation at the systems level? Were there any behavioural tests to show that there was a functional deficit when a hair cell was ablated?"
Response: This is an interesting question, and currently something that we have not found a good way to test directly. But, based on lateral-line literature, a previous study indicated that moderate damage to the hair cells in the zebrafish lateral line did not impact lateral-line function. This suggests that perhaps not all hair cells are required for function and that compensation may occur after hair-cell damage. This is also discussed above in main comment #3.
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 17): "The ten-minute time frame is interesting but it is unclear that it precludes a change in protein expression or distribution, in particular as it relates to the calcium channels. Channels may be expressed but not inserted and a shift can occur in this time frame.
Response: It is true that other mechanisms could occur within the 10 minute time frame. Our current discussion does not imply what can or cannot occur within this window.
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 18): "The efferent experiments were done well and relatively thoroughly but it is unclear that this was not a straw man type of set of experiments as the means by which the efferent system could produce this result is unclear. Are innervation patterns such that individual fibers would be selectively diminishing activity in a population of hair cells? Is there any correlation between efferent patterns and patterns of hair cell functionality? It is somewhat unclear as to why this direction was chosen for investigation."
Response: The efferents are an obvious and tempting candidate due to their proximity to the hair cells, especially the cholinergic efferents that directly contact the hair cells at their base. In the lateral line, currently it is not clear what efferent do or what their exact innervation patterns are, so it is hard to predict their role. Controlling hair-cell activity patterns within a neuromast or regulating internal K+ levels could have been their role, but our data suggests that this is not the case. Because this is negative data, we have tried to minimize our efferent results.
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 19): "Does the loss of efferent/afferent prevent the recovery of functional hair cells after hair cell ablation? That is could either of these pathways be involved in detection or replacement of lost hair cells as compared to the establishment of the hair cell functional pattern?
Response: The efferents are also poised to detect or replace hair cells after laser damage. To test this, we redid the laser damage experiments in the neurog1a mutants and found that after damage, silent cells can could still become active. This indicates that innervation is not required for the recovery.
Results: Pages 13-14; Lines 288-291…"We also used neurog1a mutants to test whether innervation was required for the conversion of silent cells into active cell after laser damage. Similar to wild-type animals, after damage to an active cell, in neurog1a mutants we observed that silent cells could become active (n = 5/7 trials)."
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments Response: We now show 5 independent example of gap junctions between supporting cells using TEM. Overall, our TEM examination was very thorough, and we examined all membranes along hair cells and supporting cells. The distribution and expression level would be more appropriate.
Response: As soon as we can identify the connexin gene(s) in neuromast hair cells we plan to make antibodies to examine the distribution and levels of gap junction channels. Or tag them. This will be extremely useful, but it is beyond what we can currently examine.
Also, how close do membranes need to be to guarantee that it represents a gap junction? Shouldn't they be directly abutting each other and not simply closer together?"
mechanisms. To achieve maximum specificity with each of these drugs, we kept our doses as low as possible, as higher concentrations lead to further loss of specificity.
In addition, in the case of FFA, the possibility of off target block of chloride channels is a good point. This is a real concern for our study, because chloride channels have been shown to be important for supporting-cell function in mammals during development. To role out a rule out off-target chloride channels block, we tested 4 chloride channel blockers NPPB, T16A(inh)-A01, DIDS and benzbromarone. DIDS and benzbromarone completely block mechanosensitive calcium responses, and therefore we were not able to use them to assess presynaptic calcium responses. NPPB and T16A(inh)-A01 both reduced presynaptic calcium responses, but not to the same degree as FFA or heptanol. Overall this result is difficult to intrepret, as Cl-channels could also be important for presynaptic function or they could be part of the FFA block. We have added information on Cl-channel block to our results. Although this does not strenghten our argument regarding gap junctions, it does lend further support to the role of supporting cells in facilitating presynaptic calcium responses. We also agree that creating mutants in connexins genes in the zebrafish is the best way to back up our pharmacological results. Unfortunately, while there are 20 Cxs in mammals, there are about 40 in zebrafish. In addition, the exact homologue for Cx26 (one of the most important Cx's in the mammalian inner ear) in not clear. Currently, we have made CRISPR mutants for the 6 of the most likely Cx candidates. Thus far all single mutants are normal with regards to hair-cell function, and we are currently testing double mutant combinations to address this question/issue further. Unfortunately, this data will have to be a part of a future study. Response: We agree 100% -addressing or acknowleging relative differences resting membrane potential and understanding if hair-cell depolarization activates Cav1.3 channels was a critical element missing from our study. This was also a major concern for Reviewer #1.
Reviewer's concern
Based on this input we have done our best to assay hair-cell depolarization, detect voltage changes, and speculate about resting membrane potential differences in the discussion.
For more info, please see the comments from Reviewer #1, main concern #3. We are also still working hard to find a way to use voltage indicators, such as Bongwoori to get a readout of resting membrane potential. Thus far we have not found a way to do this in combination with other functional imaging to separate active and silent cells. Response: In our previous manuscript, we agree that we were too vague in our conclusions regarding the role of gap junctions, K+, and hair-cell excitability. In our revised manuscript, we have attempted to clarify our conclusions. We now suggest that perhaps gap junctions are required more broadly to buffer K+ in order to lower K+ levels in all hair cells, rather than creating local K+ gradients. Although gap junctions could create local gradients, we have little data to support it, and in all part of the manuscript, we now focus on a more general role for gap junction channels. Response: It is true, we are unable to establish how much K+ varies between cells. This is definitely a limitation with the dye. In the future, it is our hope that better dyes will allow us to calibrate and determine the relative K+ differences among hair cells.
Reviewer
Examples
Figure 9.
We have tried to illustrate in this figure how gap junctions, along with other accessory molecules could function to overall lower internal K+ in hair cells and facilitate presynaptic activity.
We originally increased extracellular K+ levels to verify the K+ dye APG-2 was functional. In the context of this work, this data complicates our results, and is difficult to interpret because, as suggested by reviewer #2, elevated K+ could block of calcium channels or create some other form of depolarization block. For this reason, we have removed this data from the study.
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 1): "In Fig. 1b4 -the line colors do not match the legend"
Response: Thank you for pointing this out, the line color now matches the legend! Reviewer's concern (Other Comments 2): "The pseudocoloring in Fig. 1 
should be standardized for the two experiments to facilitate comparisons (and start from 0)."
Response: When using ∆F/Fo it is challenging to start color maps at 0 because by starting everything at zero noise becomes a real issue. This makes it difficult to visualize the signals above noise. This issue does not happen when using ∆F to generate color maps -which many people use -because it illustrates relative changes rather than changes from 0. Overall, we prefer to use ∆F/Fo so our color maps match our plots. For Figure 1 we have tried to be as consistent as possible. We used the same starting value for the apex and base, and have included response plots so the response magnitudes are easier to compare.
In an attempt to be as consistent as possible throughout our figures, we determined the noise floor (bottom of the color map) for each indicator and kept it consistent throughout the figures. An exception is Figure 4 , as the data was acquired on separate wide field system. When possible we also tried to keep the maximum value on our heat maps as consistent as possible.
Reviewer's concern (Other Comments (Fig. 2c, e') , for all other stimuli tested, a similar percentage of hair cells per neuromast had vesicle fusion (Fig. 2c) , and the same subset of hair cells had robust presynaptic Ca 2+ signals (Fig. 2e-e''''' )."
I commend the authors for a careful and thorough response to the previous comments on this manuscript. This work represents a significant body of new data that addresses an interesting and novel finding in the neuromast organ suggesting that there are a significant number of mechanically-sensitive hair cells that are synaptically inactive until damage to the neuromast, at which time these cells are recruited into functionality. Data presented that this happens is strong and supports this basic conclusion. However, the arguments about how this happens and what the causal players are in this mechanism remain somewhat confused. The majority of previous comments were addressed directly and clearly and the manuscript is much improved because of it; the remaining issues are as follows. 1-The authors argue that nonactive hair cells may be hyperpolarized so that calcium channels are not active and that K depolarization will not depolarize the cells far enough to activate these channels. Although neither the voltage dye employed nor the K sensor used can quantitatively assess the absolute membrane potentials or K levels, there does seem to be enough data presented to negate this possibility. For example, the 30% difference in K levels measured intracellularly would be predicted to have a 5-10mV effect on resting potential. The high potassium used was perfusing a 1M KCl solution. Aside from the large osmotic effect expected to accompany this perfusion, a change at the hair cell of up to 50 mM would depolarize the hair cell to around -20 mV (ostensibly the maximal calcium current activation potential in hair cells). As access of compounds to the hair cells does not seem to be an issue a 50 mM change representing a 20x dilution of the pipette solution seems pretty conservative. This extremely large change in extracellular K would maximally depolarize the hair cell irregardless of the likely difference in intracellular potassium. Thus hyperpolarization, or input resistance of the cell cannot be responsible for the differences observed. Given that the calcium channels are identified immunocytochemically, the only two real choices appear to be that the channels are not inserted into the plasma membrane and thus remain insensitive to the electric field changes or that the channels are inserted into the membrane but are biochemically inactivated. Examples of both exist in the literature and can work on the described time frame to switch a cell from synaptically inactive to active. 2-The gap junctional blockers and Cl channel blocker data remain difficult to reconcile with the fundamental finding of synaptically active and inactive cells. Does the use of these blockers make all cells synaptically active? If there is a causal link between gap-junctional clearance of potassium or Cl channel activity and these two populations of cells than you should see it with the experiments that were performed. It is not clear from the description of the results that this happens. Minor 1-The authors argue that the hair cell recruitment from inactive to active is 'stochastic.' This word has very specific meanings and the data provided does not justify the use of this word. It is unclear how the recruitment can be random, specifically it would be very useful to know if afferent fiber innervation patterns are dictating which cells are activated as activating a hair cell randomly will not necessarily be valuable. If a hair cell whose innervation is unaffected by the loss of a hair cell, gains a new hair cell and an afferent fiber that has lost a hair cell and that hair cell is not repaired or replaced, then the value of this replacement pathway is lost. 2-The use of the word plasticity is also somewhat weighted and the authors consider an alternative. 3-The title of the manuscript, focusing on gap junctions as being relevant needs to be changed as this remains the weakest component of the work as the one requiring the most speculation.
Reviewer #2 (Remarks to the Author):
Kindt and colleagues have addressed some of the main concerns raised in the prior review.
In particular, they have softened some of their conclusions and addressed whether calcium influx can be induced in hair cells with high K+ depolarization, detected with a voltage sensor. As both MET stimulation and high K+ exposure are not able to induce presynaptic calcium influx, the findings support the main conclusion that calcium channels are not effectively recruited. The remaining question is why, and this is where the conclusions remain vague. Although there appear to be calcium channels and ribbons in silent cells, as well as postsynaptic specializations, immunocytochemistry is not particularly quantitative, so it isn't clear that the same number of channels are present or that the synapses have achieved the same level of maturation. The lack of recruitment with BayK suggests that far fewer functional channels are present in silent cells. It is also possible that these silent hair cells are either more depolarized, which could cause inactivation of calcium channels, or very hyperpolarized, and therefore would require greater depolarization to trigger activation. As the voltage and K+ sensors have not been calibrated, and there are no direct recordings from hair cells, the cause for the lack of recruitment remains speculative, as it isn't clear what the resting potential of the cells is or what level of depolarization is achieved by these stimuli. I remain unconvinced about the direct role of intracellular K+ or gap junctions in this phenomenon, as the manipulations are not sufficiently selective. It seems possible that the differences in intracellular K+ concentrations among responsive and nonresponsive hair cells could be the result of other phenotypic differences between these cells. As noted in the prior review, I think that these experiments add little mechanistic insight to the study and therefore could be removed from the manuscript with no loss in overall impact. Minor 1. p7 -"To confirm our result" Experiments should not be performed to confirm results.
